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I AM THE CHEMICAL MAN
THE SMELL OF CHEMICALS MAKES ME ADORE...
LOOK CHEMICAL VEGETABLES
FINALLY CHEMICALS IN A BOTTLE
FINALLY MOLECULES COMBINE TO FORM A MOLECULE...
LOOK A CHEMICAL...
The chemical theory by far stands for the amusement of the environment which possesses the power to involve other objectives with the focus of chemicals. Environment for short is the power to evolve into the air, with the exaction of molecules, chemicals on the other hand also has the same ability with the focus of power within molecules. Thus saying every way of the environment is to be able to make sure of the power, which the environment has within the rights of chemicals. This means that once the environment is formed with the focus of ability of awareness, it can have a combination rule with chemicals, easily said, the logical within the illogical. The motion of being able to acknowledge, the rights of the environment, with chemicals is very necessary, for the actions of act itself.

CONCLUSION: